The differential effects of 5-hydroxytryptamine, noradrenaline and raphe stimulation on nociceptive and non-nociceptive dorsal horn interneurones in the cat.
The effects of 5-hydroxytryptamine (5-HT), noradrenaline (NA) and stimulation of the inferior central nucleus of the raphe (RN) were examined on nociceptive and non-nociceptive spinal neurones in anaesthetized cats. 5-HT reduced excitation evoked by noxious stimulation, but increased spontaneous firing and firing evoked by DL-homocysteic acid (DLH) on both nociceptive and non-nociceptive cells. NA reduced spontaneous activity, DLH-evoked excitation and excitation evoked by a noxious stimulus on nociceptive neurones, but had little action on non-nociceptive units. RN inhibited spontaneous, stimulus-evoked and DLH-evoked firing of nociceptive cells and caused briefer inhibitions of non-nociceptive cells. Excitatory effects were also observed. Strychnine antagonized short-duration inhibitions from RN of non-nociceptive cells responding to hair movement, but failed to antagonize any of the other effects of RN. No antagonism of the inhibitory effect of RN was observed with phenoxybenzamine, phentolamine, sotalol, bicuculline or methysergide. However, methysergide antagonized some excitatory effects of 5-HT and RN, but also produced non-specific actions on some cells. It was concluded that, although glycine may mediate some of the brief duration inhibitions evoked by RN, the longer duration inhibitions were unlikely to have been mediated by either glycine or GABA. 5-HT may be a mediator of raphe-spinal actions but may have presynaptic inhibitory actions coupled with postsynaptic excitatory effects. NA could mediate some descending inhibition of nociceptive neurones.